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Abstract— Using multicast for serving popular movies on de-
mand reduces load on the server and the network by eliminat-
ing redundant packet transmission. To permit clients to arrive at
times of their choosing, periodic rebroadcast is necessary. In addi-
tion, splitting the transmission over multiple multicast groups re-
duces the cost of rebroadcasting by allowing clients to unsubscribe
from groups in which they are no longer interested.

The focus of this paper is to develop techniques for efficient
Media-on-Demand delivery to asynchronous clients over multiple
multicast groups. We start by describing an existing periodic mul-
ticast technique that is near-optimal in terms of server bandwidth.
Given a small number of groups α, we then show how to distribute
content over these groups in a way that minimizes network im-
pact. We present a theoretical analysis of the performance gains
and compare these predictions with simulations over real and gen-
erated network topologies. We find that using even a small num-
ber of multicast groups provides significant reduction in overall
network bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

The promise of universal high-bandwidth Internet connec-
tivity has sparked interest in bandwidth intensive Media-on-
demand (MoD) systems. However, traditional MoD systems
have tended to experience scalability problems, server band-
width being the primary bottleneck. Given that a significant
fraction of requests are for a few popular items [1], multicas-
ting “hot” items help reduce the load on the server consider-
ably. Multicasting, however, introduces complications of its
own:

1) Since clients arrive at times of their choice, the server has
to rebroadcast data periodically. The rebroadcast rate de-
termines how long each receiver should wait before start-
ing playout.

2) With rebroadcasts, at least some clients will receive the
same data more than once.

Recently, non-reactive mechanisms have been proposed,
in which the server periodically broadcasts the most popular
videos without explicit requests from clients. These systems
have the attractive property that server bandwidth is essentially
independent of client demand, while allowing clients to choose
both content and timing. They also do not require clients to an-
nounce their actions to the server, and are thus well suited for
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satellite distribution systems or legacy cable installations with-
out a feedback channel.

In this paper, we describe how to split such a non-reactive
movie transmission over multiple multicast groups in a way
that minimizes the impact of periodic broadcast on the client
and the network. We evaluate the performance of this approach
and verify these results by simulation over real and generated
network topologies.

A. Background

This work applies to a Media-on-demand (MoD) system,
in which clients arrive at times of their choosing, request for
movies, watch them from beginning to end and then leave.
Movies consist of frames, which, for simplicity, can be assumed
to be transmitted atomically in a single network packet. Time
is defined in instants: it takes one instant to play out a single
frame. Bandwidth is defined in terms of frames per instant.
Initial delay is assumed to be uniformly w instants for all re-
ceivers. Thus, each receiver takes n + w instants to consume a
movie with n frames.

It is usual but not necessary that our ”frames” map to actual
video frames. For example, for a pure audio stream, frames are
simply conveniently-sized blocks of sequential audio data.

B. Related work

One of the earlier periodic broadcasting schemes was Pyra-
mid Broadcasting (PB) [2], which divides movies into segments
of geometrically increasing sizes and broadcasts them on a few
high bandwidth streams. A derivative, Skyscraper Broadcasting
[3] offers much better performance. Harmonic Broadcasting
based protocols, [4, 5], split a movie into fixed-size segments
and broadcast these segments in streams of harmonically de-
creasing bandwidth. Sen et. al. [6] derive lower bounds on the
performance of non-reactive MoD systems.

To the extent of our knowledge, there has not been any work
on quantifying the network impact of these MoD protocols
or on optimally distributing content among multiple multicast
groups. Bhattacharyya et. al. [7] discuss optimal scheduling of
data packets among multiple multicast layers, but their work
has greater relevance to layered multicast [8], where the same
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Listing 1 Algorithm BASIC

for (f ← 1; f ≤ n; f ← f + 1) {
for (t ← f + w; t ≤ tmax; t ← t + f + w) {

transmit(f, t);
}

}

content at varying qualities is sent in different layers to clients
with identical join times.

C. Optimal Transmission Scheme

Consider the broadcast of a “popular” movie that consists of
n frames. Assume the frames are to be broadcast in a way that
satisfies the on-demand requirements of clients with different
join-times. Now, a client with a join-time of t and a wait-time
of w will require frame f at time tf , no later than time t+w+f ,
i.e., t ≤ tf ≤ t + w + f . For this to hold true for all t, it
is necessary and sufficient that there is at least one transmission
of frame f in every stretch of w + f instants. The optimal way
to do this is to broadcast frame f every w + f instants.

Listing 1 shows the transmit function to implement this opti-
mal scheme: It schedules f for transmission during time t in a
transmission queue. The bandwidth usage of algorithm BASIC

(1) at both server and client ends is:

B =
n∑

f=1

1

w + f
≈ log

n + w

w
(1)

Earlier work [9] has determined that this is optimal for any
broadcast based scheme.

Although Algorithm BASIC is simple, elegant and optimal,
things are not so simple in practice. Frame schedules add up
combinatorially to give extremely spiky bandwidth usage. This
can be circumvented by changing the schedules slightly around
bandwidth peaks at the cost of a slight increase in average band-
width. For brevity, we do not discuss this further here; more de-
tails may be found in [10]. For our purposes, it is sufficient to
assume that for a movie of n frames, transmitting each frame fi

every w + i instants guarantees a maximum delay of w instants
for each client, while using a fixed bandwidth of log n+w

w
for

the server.

II. USING MULTIPLE GROUPS

A significant problem with the optimal scheme described in
Section I-C is that every client continues to receive redundant
transmissions, wasting client and network bandwidth. While
this is unavoidable in a pure broadcast-based system without
a feedback channel (e.g., using satellite transmission), it is
wasteful in a multicast situation where there is network sup-
port for subscribing to and unsubscribing from a multicast ses-
sion (e.g., IP multicast in the Internet). It is therefore desir-
able that each client explicitly deregister its interest in unwanted
frames with the multicast infrastructure. The ideal solution of
transmitting each frame in its own multicast group, to which

a receiver would subscribe until it has received that particular
frame, creates unacceptably high network overhead in the form
of subscription/unsubscription messages and state information
in routers.

In practice, a compromise is effected by splitting content over
a manageable number of multicast groups. Each client sub-
scribes to all the groups on startup, shedding groups one by
one as it is no longer interested in receiving data it already has
received or played out. This is somewhat similar to the lay-
ered multicast approach used for non-reactive congestion con-
trol [8]. More recently, efficient scheduling in layered multicast
is discussed in [7, 11].

Our problem statement is simple: Given a movie of n

frames, how do we optimally split these frames over α multicast
groups? Increasing the number of frames in a group increases
cost in two ways:

1) At any given time, more clients are subscribed to it. Even
for network-supported multicast mechanisms, this con-
sumes more network resources, albeit sub-linearly.

2) Those clients are forced to listen to redundant transmis-
sions longer.

On the other hand, since the number of groups, α, is finite,
dropping too early and too often would mean running out of
groups sooner. As we shall see, there is an optimal solution.

A. Optimal splitting into multicast groups

Our first goal is to find the splitting that minimize the number
of redundant frames that each client receives. Consider putting
group boundaries such that group number k will be subscribed
to for xk instants and will contain frequencies 1

xk−1+1 · · ·
1

xk

(x0 = w, xα = n+w). The total number of frames that a client
receives on an average is then given by:

F = x1(
1

x0 + 1
+

1

x0 + 2
+ · · · +

1

x1
)

+ x2(
1

x1 + 1
+

1

x1 + 2
+ · · · +

1

x2
) + · · ·

+ xα(
1

xα−1 + 1
+

1

xα−1 + 2
+ · · · +

1

xα

)

(2)

In other words,

F ≈

α∑

k=1

xk log
xk

xk−1
(3)

Differentiating partially w.r.t. xk and equating to 0 for mini-
mum F , we get

xk+1 = xk(1 + log
xk

xk−1
) (4)

Descending recursively, the first boundary x1 is determined by,

xα = x1 (1 + log
x1

x0
) (1 + log(1 + log

x1

x0
)) · · ·

︸ ︷︷ ︸

α terms

(5)

where xα = n + w and x0 = w. This equation can be numeri-
cally solved (we use Newton-Raphson iteration) to get the value
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Fig. 1. Optimal Transmission

TABLE I
CLIENT-EFFICIENT DROP TIMES

Drop time for group # (minutes)
α 1 2 3 4 5

2 14:30 60:36
3 7:34 26:46 60:36
4 5:06 16:01 34:22 60:36
5 3:52 11:07 22:51 39:17 60:36

of x1. Once x1 is found, higher boundaries can be calculated
using (4). This set of boundaries is the one that minimizes the
number of frames that each client receives.

For example for a one-hour, 25 frames-per-second (fps)
movie, α = 3 and w = 36 seconds (1%), the optimal group
boundaries are at 7:34 minutes and 26:46 minutes, reducing av-
erage client bandwidth usage to 42 fps from 115 fps without
layering. For the same specifications, Table I lists drop times
for different values of α.

We define the metric for performance, Receiver inefficiency
as

IR =
# of frames received on average

# of frames in movie

=
1

n

α∑

k=1

xk log
xk

xk−1

Figure 2(a) shows receiver inefficiency as a function of α for
various values of initial delay. In the ideal case when each
frame is transmitted in its own group, receiver inefficiency is
exactly 1, so it is apparent that using even a small number
of groups (around 3) results in significantly fewer redundant
frames received by each client.

B. Minimizing Network cost

A connected problem is that of splitting n frames into α

groups such that instead of optimizing client bandwidth, the

overall network bandwidth is minimized. That is, we would
like to minimize the total number of frames sent out over the
network’s links at any time. If the number of links in a delivery
tree of m clients is L(m) and the average client arrival rate is
λ then the number of clients subscribed to group k at any given
time is ≈ λxk. Therefore, the sum of frames seen by all links
in the tree at any given time is:

N ≈

α∑

k=1

L(λxk) log
xk

xk−1
(6)

In 1998, Chuang and Sirbu [12] made the remarkable dis-
covery that for Internet multicast, L(m) is fairly accurately ap-
proximated by a power law of the form, L(m) ≈ ûmρ where
ρ ≈ 0.8 and û is the average unicast path length. This repre-
sents the network bandwidth advantage over multiple unicast,
which has L(m) = ûm. This was subsequently verified by
Phillips et. al. [13]

The function to be minimized, then, is:

N ≈ K ×

α∑

k=1

x
ρ
k log

xk

xk−1
(7)

where K = ûλρ is a constant for a given transmission.1 Pro-
ceeding as in Section II-A, the analogous result of (4) is:

xk+1 = xk(1 + ρ log
xk

xk−1
)

1

ρ (8)

Thus, for the network-optimal case,

xα = x1 (1 + ρ log
x1

x0
)

1

ρ (1 + log(1 + ρ log
x1

x0
))

1

ρ · · ·

︸ ︷︷ ︸

α terms

(9)

For the same parameters as in Section II-A, optimizing net-
work bandwidth results in group boundaries at 6:27 minutes

1For now, we assume constant λ. Variable λ will be discussed in the next
section.
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Fig. 2. Client Inefficiency with multiple groups

TABLE II
NETWORK EFFICIENT DROP TIMES

Drop time for group # (minutes)
α 1 2 3 4 5

2 12:52 60:36
3 6:27 24:28 60:36
4 4:16 13:56 32:02 60:36
5 3:14 9:24 20:20 37:06 60:36

and 24:28 minutes for a network bandwidth usage ≈ 42% of
that without layering. Table II lists drop times for various val-
ues of α.

Now, consider the ideal situation in which each frame is mul-
ticast in its own group. In this case, the expected number of
receivers waiting for frame fk would be λ × (w + k). The net-
work bandwidth in this case is simply

∑n
k=1 û(λ(w+k))ρ 1

w+k

or simply K
∑n

k=1(w + k)ρ−1. Accordingly, let us define net-
work inefficiency as

IN =
# of frames in network at any time
minimum # of frames in network

=

∑α
k=1 x

ρ
k log xk

xk−1

∑n
k=1(w + k)ρ−1

Figure 3(a) shows network inefficiency versus α for various
w.

C. Variable arrival rate

In Sections II-A and II-B, we have assumed that clients ar-
rivals are distributed uniformly. Specifically, we assumed that
with an arrival rate λ, the number of clients in time t would be
λ × t. But to be more realistic, client arrivals follow a distribu-
tion centered around a mean λ. For Poisson-distributed arrivals,
the equivalent of Equation 7 would be:
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Fig. 4. Comparing E(Xρ) with E(X)ρ

N ≈ K ′
×

α∑

k=1

E(Xρ, λxk) log
xk

xk−1
(10)

where E(f(X), λ) is
∑

∞

k=0
e−λλkf(k)

k! .
That is, in (7), we have implicitly assumed E(Xρ, λxk) ≡

E(X,λxk)ρ, which is not true in general. However as Figure 4
shows that as X exceeds 1, these two expressions converge
rapidly. Since xk is of the order of a few minutes and the con-
tent is popular, there is good justification for the approximation,
at least for the Poisson case.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We now study the performance of these techniques in real-
istic situations. Our simulation setup is as follows: For the
synthetic topology, we generate a transit-stub graph containing
≈ 10,000 nodes and 36,000 edges using the GT-ITM topol-
ogy generator [14]. For the real network topology, we used the
merged traces of the SCAN project [15] and the Internet map-
ping project [16] at Bell Labs. Rather than work with this huge
database in its entirety, we have chosen to construct a subgraph
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Fig. 3. Network Inefficiency with multiple groups

by doing a traversal with maximum depth 8 starting from an
arbitrary node.2

Having generated a graph from this data, we pick a random
source S (In the GT-ITM model, this is a stub node). Now
for random nodes ni and start times si, we choose m unique
receivers Ri = (ni, si) with an average arrival rate of λ and
construct the distribution tree. At random times tj , we use the
rule that for each multicast group k, Ri is subscribed at time
tj iff tj ≥ si and tj ≤ si + xk to calculate Lkj , the distinct
links involved in group k at time tj . We average this to get an
estimate L̂k of Lk = L(λxk). Now, overall network bandwidth
can be estimated as

∑α
k=1 L̂k log xk

xk−1

.
In Figure 3(b), we plot the performance predicted by (7)

compared to values obtained by graph simulations. ts10000
refers to the GT-ITM generated graph and Inet refers to the
Internet trace. As the figure shows, there is good agreement
between estimated and empirical values.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Non-reactive periodic broadcast protocols are attractive from
a server-bandwidth point of view, but can cause clients to re-
ceive redundant data. Splitting content over multiple groups
reduces redundant transmissions by restricting multicast scope.

In this paper, we developed techniques to optimally transmit
continuous media over multiple groups and quantified their ef-
fect from a receiver and network point of view. We found that
using a small number of groups (< 10) resulted in performance
within 10–20% of optimal. Subsequent increases in α do not
have as much effect.

The Chuang-Sirbu law of multicast scaling was originally de-
veloped as a pricing mechanism for multicast on the Internet.
We have used it to quantify and thereby minimize overall net-
work bandwidth usage in a Media-on-demand system. From
the close correspondence with graph based simulations, we are
convinced this approach will find broad application.

2These traces, along with programs for their manipulation, may be found at
http://www.arl.wustl.edu/˜rama/traces/.
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